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  Term 3 is in full swing and we have had quite a busy term filled with many 
opportunities to for our students to explore their future pathways and for the 
school to appreciate and celebrate our community. Here is just a glimpse. 

IMPORTANT: Updating Contact Details.  Please ensure that parent/carer 
contact details that have been provided to the school for your child are 
current. This has become increasingly important with the current situation 
regarding COVID-19 and the possibility of school closures.  Updated contact 
details must be provided to the school as your circumstances change.  
Please find change of student record details at the back of the newsletter.    

 
Student leaders 
 
2020/21 Prefect Body 
 
Congratulations to our newly elected prefect body for 2020/2021: Aaron, Adriano, Alicia, Amy, 
Antonio, Cameron, Esha, Jemma, Jordan, Joshua, Karen, Kate, Marie, Samuel, Talicia and 
Zane. We look forward to the year ahead as we see this wonderful group work collaboratively to 
enhance school life at Glenwood High School. Our Prefect Co-ordinator’s report below details 
the rigorous selection process. There was an exceptional pool of candidates. Our next newsletter 
will announce the school captains and vice-captains. 
 
 
House Captain 2021 Nominations 
The selection process for House Captains (Year 11 2021), is currently underway with students 
submitting their nominations. House Captains are appointed to lead and build school spirit 
through each of our four houses: Acacia (yellow), Boronia (blue), Coolabah (green) and Telopea 
(red). They work together on events and initiatives to unite our community. We look forward to 
announcing our House Captains for 2021 in the next newsletter. Good luck, Year 10! 
 
 
Year 11 2021  
Subject offerings for Year 11 2021 have been finalised in the lead up to the subject interviews 
that will be held on Friday 18.09.2020. Year 10 students will be allocated an interview time to 
discuss their plans for 2021 and their post-school career choices, their subjects, the ATAR, and 
the school’s expectations.  
Students have been provided with a pack containing their: 
 

• Subject offer 

• Senior Student Code of Conduct and Positive Behaviour Expectations 

• Wednesday Study Agreement 

• Electronic Device and Internet Agreement 
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These documents must be read and signed by both the student and their parent/carer. These signed     
documents must be brought along to their subject interview, along with their Semester 1 report and       
careers portfolio. Students are to dress neatly in their school uniform, and present themselves as if they 
are going for a job interview. They are only required to attend school for their interview. When not at 
school for their interview, they should be practising their senior student skills by being at home studying or 
completing coursework and assignments. 
 
 
Good luck, Year 10. Choose wisely. 
 

Parent/Teacher Meetings 
 
Over the past two weeks, we have held our Parent/Teacher meetings for years 7-9 via Zoom. In the lead 
up to this event, information and guides were sent home to assist parents in establishing their Zoom     
accounts so that they could use the links. Thank you to all the parents who connected with us using this 
resource. We hope that you found this an informative event. For those who experienced technical glitches, 
please feel free to email your child’s teachers via the school’s email to request a phone meeting.  
 

Year 12 Events 
 
This year, the HSC is starting on 20.10.2020 to give Year 12 an extra week at the beginning of Term 4 
with their teachers due to the disruption caused by COVID-19 earlier in the year.  Even though COVID 
planning has changed the way we do things, as well as our timeline, our Year 12 Adviser, Miss Cross, has 
been working very hard to make Week 10 Term 3, our traditional celebration week, a memorable one for 
Year 12. They will be celebrating with a variety of events held at school and mindful of COVID protocols. 
The week will culminate with the Year 12 Graduation Ceremony on Thursday 24.09.2020. To                
accommodate the NSW Department of Education COVID restrictions, whilst still allowing parents, carers 
and guests to share the moment, this event will be livestreamed. This is a very exciting and scary time for 
Year 12, and we wish them the best as they move forward onto the next chapter of their lives.  
 

SASS Recognition Week: Week 6 
 
Week 6 was SASS Recognition Week and it gave us an opportunity to reflect, recognise and acknowledge 
the important work that our wonderful School Administrative and Support Staff undertake across our 
school. Our SAS staff work tirelessly in supporting teachers in the numerous rolls they play across the 
school in either the office, library, classroom or school grounds and we all know how vital their work is in 
supporting public education. 
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Glenwood hopes to raise awareness and provide an environment for all students to feel safe and proud 
of who they are.  
 

Parent Awareness: 
 
Health Issues – Vaping 
 
The modern day version of cigarette smoking is e-cigarettes or “vaping”. Whilst originally designed for 
adults trying to quit smoking, these are now being unethically marketed and made illegally available to 
adolescents. These devices often look either like a small highlighter or a USB and are becoming a con-
cern in schools across the network. Currently, the most common vape is referred to as a ‘stig’ and con-
tains high doses of nicotine, are addictive and can be very dangerous to the health of users. In Australia, 
it is illegal to sell e-cigarettes containing nicotine. 
 
Given that the use of these devices is a relatively new phenomenon, I feel it important to provide our stu-
dents and parents with some relevant background information as concerns mount about the health im-
pacts of vaping. 
 
Vapes, or electronic cigarettes, are battery-operated devices that heat a liquid to produce a vapour that 
is inhaled. The fluid usually contains propylene glycol, glycerol, nicotine and added flavouring(s). The 
devices are designed to deliver the aerosol directly to the lungs. Some resemble conventional             
cigarettes, while more recently developed devices look like everyday items such as pens, highlighters or 
USB memory sticks. Whilst looking harmless, these carry very serious health risks, such as severe lung 
damage. 
 
The appeal of these flavoured e-cigarettes to adolescents has led to their rapid uptake amongst high 
school students. The newest and most popular vaping product is the HQD cuvie disposable pod device, 
commonly known as a ‘STIG’, which resembles a small highlighter or USB memory stick, packaged to 
make it look like a healthy fruit bar or lolly, comes in a variety of lolly and fruit flavours. Of particular    
concern is that each ‘stig’ contains a large dose of nicotine, and contains 300 puffs. These are being 
marketed on social media, particularly Snapchat and Instagram, in ways making them dangerously     
attractive to adolescents, who are usually unaware of, or do not appreciate, the associated health risks. 
 
This is what they might look like: 
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Nicotine is known to be very addictive and can impact on brain development in teenagers, affecting 
memory, concentration, learning, self-control, attention and mood. Users of e-cigarettes typically        
experience a low rate of adverse effects in the short-term, with mouth and throat irritation the most    
commonly reported symptoms. The most common symptoms reported by those passively expose to      
e-cigarettes included respiratory difficulties, eye irritation, headache, nausea and sore throat or throat 
irritation. In extreme cases, heavy use has resulted in serious and irreparable lung damage, coma and 
the USA has reported deaths linked to the use of nicotine laced e-cigarettes.  
 

In Australia, the sale of any e-cigarette containing nicotine. Also, the sale of e-cigarettes and/or                
e-cigarette accessories to a person under the age of 18 is illegal. Students found using these devices on 
school premises will be disciplined in line with the Department of Education Suspension and Expulsion 
Procedures. 
 

Talk to your Kids About Vaping 
 
 
Whether the signs are present or not it is important for all parents to talk with their children about the  
dangers of vaping.  
 
The best approach to avoiding teen vape use is to educate your kids when they’re young, before they’ve 
even been exposed to or offered a vape. Vape use is rising among young teens so the earlier you can 
start having these conversations, the better. To assist  your conversations at home, I have included some 
links to online videos and resources. Here is a link that you might like to watch with your child:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JCAyb3lDTo. 
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Also keeping lines of communication open by asking your kids about how they feel about this. Make this 
an ongoing conversation as it builds trust and encourages transparency. 
 
A must watch for parents is this short video from ABC News about this phenomenon, this is quite          
interesting: https://youtu.be/G739xd-ncpI. This video explores the dangers of e-cigarettes, particularly way 
that these e-cigarettes are unethically marketed to young people.  
 

The following links are helpful in developing an understanding of the dangers of vaping. Whilst many of 
these are from the USA and Canada, they do provide a good overview of the issues surrounding vaping: 
 
Australian Government Department of Health: 
https://www.health.gov.au/health-topics/smoking-and-tobacco/about-smoking-and-tobacco/about-e-
cigarettes 
 
School and Parenting Wellbeing resource: 
 https://schooltv.me/wellbeing_news/ecigarettes-and-vaping-au 
 
RWJBarnabas Health (presented by the Director of Thoracic Surgery) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QL2-EsjfiAU 

 
Talk Show - NBC 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3r6DWkmNpoM 

 
Children’s Hospital Colorado 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXk43Ci5hsY 

 
School Education 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPAvUyhBVPM 

 

 
We hope that, with your assistance, we can minimise the impact of e-cigarettes and help avoid health is-
sues for all members of our community. 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/G739xd-ncpI
https://www.health.gov.au/health-topics/smoking-and-tobacco/about-smoking-and-tobacco/about-e-cigarettes
https://www.health.gov.au/health-topics/smoking-and-tobacco/about-smoking-and-tobacco/about-e-cigarettes
https://schooltv.me/wellbeing_news/ecigarettes-and-vaping-au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QL2-EsjfiAU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3r6DWkmNpoM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXk43Ci5hsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPAvUyhBVPM
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In this issue, we are pleased to introduce you to the successful candidates for the Prefect body 
of Glenwood High School for 2020/21.  
 
This year, many students took up the challenge of nominating for selection to this pivotal leader-
ship role. The initial applications were of a very high standard, and demonstrated a wide range of 
skills and experience. Students were asked to gain the support and recommendation of two 
teachers, and present this as part of their application. In doing this, each of the nominating     
students showed a great deal of confidence and a strong commitment to the school and the stu-
dent body.  
 
Students who were shortlisted at this stage were then required to record a short speech, which 
was  presented to all students in Year 10 and 11. Again, the nominees acquitted themselves  
admirably, pushing themselves to overcome nerves in order to connect meaningfully with their 
constituency. The speeches were wide ranging and often focused on the school’s PBL values, 
which was also encouraging to see.   
 
The final stage of this process was the election itself. Students, teachers and other staff watched 
the  video ‘pitches’ of the nominees and made their selections through an online voting system. 
The results were announced the next day. If only all elections could be conducted so smoothly. 
 
Whilst some students were disappointed that they were not ultimately successful, they revealed 
great maturity and generosity in congratulating those elected. Indeed, the democratic process 
was operating at its finest, and our hopes for future civic leadership are raised! 
 
Well done to all students who participated – either through nominating or voting with care. 
 
Hearty congratulations are offered to our new Prefects: 
 

Glenwood High School 2020/2021 Prefects 

 

Back Row— Antonio P, Joshua G, Jordan R, Samuel B, Aaron B Adriano G, Cameron L, Zane B 
Front Row— Kate M, Esha S, Talicia H, Amy S, Alicia  L, Karen H, Marie M, Jemma B 
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Wear It Purple Day  

On Friday 28th August 2020, Glenwood High School acknowledge Wear it Purple Day.  The day 
bought the opportunity to promote the value of diversity and inclusion in our community.  
 
The theme for this year's Wear it Purple event is “We are the change,” recognising the important 
role that each one of us play in creating a positive and inclusive workplace and society.  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bssc.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Wear-it-Purple-We-are-the-change.jpg
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Work Experience Support Unit 

Work Experience in the support unit has been very different for us this year. We started the year 
well with students going off to Disability Services Australia (DSA)– Seven Hills, Woolworths and 
Coles at Rouse Hill. Covid-19 then happened and work experience was done a little bit different, 
with students having to do their work experience at home with mowing lawns, washing floors, 
cleaning bathrooms,  cooking and any other tasks that needed to be done.  
 
Once we were all back at school, we then proceeded to do our work experience at school with 
watering the gardens, weeding, learning to iron, recycling, shredding, how to make a bed and 
making our wonderful coasters (which we will be selling, so stay tuned!). 
 
Then the wonderful news came that we can go back to work experience at the start of Term 3.  
Work experience was to be done a little different though with making sure we wore our masks on 
the bus as well as at our work placement, sanitising our hands all the time and making sure we 
kept to the 1.5m social distancing rule. 
 
We say goodbye to our year 12s, Christian and Tamika, who have been working at Coles in the 
bakery for the last couple of years. We hope the skills that you have learnt will be helpful to you 
both when looking for work. 
 
We had a heart-warming moment this term when one of our ex-students, Jonathan, who did his 
work experience at Woolworths Rouse Hill 5 years ago, was able to show Roan the ropes in the 
produce department where Jonathan has gained employment. Again, big thank you Woolworths! 
 
We have students at Disability Services Australia – Seven Hills, Woolworths and Coles Rouse 
Hill and we would like to give a big shout out to these businesses for supporting us.  We are  
eternally grateful!  Without these companies continued support our program would not be able to 
run, as work placements are not easy to find and our students get so much from this program.  
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Support Unit Work Experience  
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HSIE Happenings  

This fortnight in History …. 
 

 
 
 
 

4 September 2006– Steve Irwin “The Crocodile Hunter” was an Australian  
zookeeper, television personality, wild expert and environmentalist. Irwin died 
on 4 September 2006 after being pierced in the chest by a stingray. 
 
 
5 September 1664 - After days of negotiation, the Dutch settlement of 
New Amsterdam surrenders to the British, who will rename it New York. 
 
 
6 September 1997 -  Funeral of Diana, Princess of Wales: over 1 million 
people  line London’s streets to honour her and 2.5 billion  
watched the event on TV. 
 
 
7 September 1986 -  Bishop Desmond Tutu becomes the first black man  
to win become archbishop of Cape Town, two years after winning  
the Nobel Peace Prize for his nonviolent opposition to apartheid in South Africa. 
 
 
8 September 2006 -  Peter Brock otherwise known as “Peter Perfect”, “The King 
Of the Mountain”, was one of Australia's best known and most successful motor racing  
drivers.  On September 8 Peter Brock died when he skidded down hill and hit a tree  
sideways. 
 
 
9 September 1945  - The second Sino– Japanese war, between China  
and Japan formally ended when 1,000,000 Japanese troops surrounded to China. 
 
 
10 September 1813 -  an American naval force commanded by Oliver H. Perry  
defeated the British in the Battle of lake Erie during the war of 1812. 
 
 
11 September 2001 -  September 11 attacks, also called  9/11 attacks,  
series of airline hijackings and suicide attacks committed in 2001 by 19  
Militants associated with the Islamic extremist group al-Qaeda  
against targets in the Unites States, the deadliest terrorist attacks on   
American soil in U.S. history. The attacks were against New York City, 
Washington D.C the Pentagon and Pennsylvania. Some 2,750 people  
were killed in New York, 184 at the Pentagon and 40 in Pennsylvania. 
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HSIE Happenings 

This fortnight in History…… 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12 September 1844 - The Royal Society of Tasmania was formed, it was  
the first branch of the society established outside Britain. 1854—Lieutenant  
Governor of Victoria Charles Hotham opens Flinders Street Station, The   
first City railway station in Australia. 
 
 
 
13 September 1990 - The law– enforcement series Law & Order debuted  
On the NBC television network; the show become one of the longest–  
running TV dramas in the United States. 
 
 
 
 
14 September 2009  - American dancer and actor Patrick Swayze, who  
was best known for his performances in the box-office hits Dirty Dancing (1987)  
and Ghost (1990) died in Los Angeles after battling pancreatic cancer. 
 
 
 
15 September 1947 -  Typhon Kathleen Hit Japan - After World War II  
and all the way until end of the 1950’s, Japan was hit by a series of typhoons.  
One of the worst on September 15, 1947. Typhoon Kathleen made landfall  
near Tokyo with winds reaching 115 miles per hour, and there was  
also a record amount of rainfall, which caused several levies to break on the Tone River. 
 
The breaking of levies caused flooding in Tokyo, which effected 300,000 people 
 and 9,928 buildings were razed. The total death toll was somewhere between  
1,692 and 2,320. It was one of the deadliest typhoons in Japans history. 
 
 
 
16 September 1956 - Always for free. Australian commercial television was 
 launched when Bruce Gyngell uttered the words “Welcome To television”  
on TCN 9 in Sydney on the evening of 16 September 1956. 
 
 
 
17 September 1933 -  USA Wages of Employment 1933—New figures published for the New York area 
show the current wages weekly wages for a number of employment types. 
Physician: $55.32 per week 
Engineer : $40.68 per week 
Clerks: $22.15 per week 
Salesman: $25.20 per week 
Labourer: $20.00 per week 
Typists: $15.09 per week 
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Grade Sport  

Here at Glenwood High School, we are lucky to be a part of one of the best Zones in Sydney 
West. Even through we have all been through some tough times with COVID, as a school we 
have been lucky enough to have great Sports Organisers, not only in our school, but in all      
participating schools and with the support of our principals we were able to come up with a 
COVID safe plan and continue with our Grade sport Competition. In saying this, we would like to 
acknowledge all students who participated in Grade sport this season and congratulate them all 
for the commitment and sportsmanship they have shown over the season. Congratulations to the 
following teams who were successful in the grade sport competition this year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Opens Basketball A's - 1

st
   

Junior Soccer A's - 1
st 

Junior Soccer B's - 1
st
  

Girls Opens Oztag A's - 1
st
  

Opens Touch A's - 2
nd 

Opens Soccer A's - 2
nd

  
Junior Oztag A's - 2

nd 

Junior Basketball A's - 3
rd

  
Junior Basketball B's - 3

rd 

Opens Oztag B's - 3
rd

  
Opens Netball A's - 3

rd
   

Junior Netball B's - 3
rd

  
 

 

 

 

Grade sport Trials will be starting from Wednesday 2
nd

 September for season 2, we look forward 
to seeing many students try out for these and continue to enjoy their Wednesday sport. 
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Glenwood High School Library are now on Instagram. Please make sure like us to keep up to date with 
all our new books being added to our Library collection and what’s happening in and around the Library. 

Add us; Glenwoodhslibrary 
 

DISPLAYS 

Happy Birthday ROALD DAHL 

  
September 13 marks the birth date of Roald Dahl. Perhaps one of our favourite authors to use with     
struggling readers, Dahl’s wacky sense of humour appeals to most people.  

Roald Dahl was a welsh novelist, short-story writer, poet, screenwriter, and wartime fighter pilot. His 
books have sold more than 250 million copies worldwide. Dahl was born in Wales to Norwegian immi-
grant     parents. He served in the Royal Air Force during the Second World War. Roald Dahl died on 23             
November 1990, aged 74. If he was still alive today he would have been 104 this year. His Genre is     
Fantasy and suspense.  

Fun Facts about Roald Dahl: 

He invented more than 500 new words and character names. 

He wrote most of his books in his garden shed. 

One of his most famous books almost had a different name. 

His books were inspired by the people and things around him. 

Roald Dahl fought in WW2 and was a spy. 

His first ever children's book was The Gremlins. 

His favourite colour was Yellow. 

His favourite book was The BFG, but he also particularly liked Danny the Champion of the World. 
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Andrew Noel Griffiths (born 3 September 1961 in Melbourne) 
is an Australian children's book author and comedy writer.  
Previously a vocalist with alternative rock bands Gothic Farm-
yard and Ivory Coast, in 1992 he turned to writing. He is well 
known for working with Terry Denton. Griffiths is noted as a sup-
porter of children against what he views as "cotton wool" child-
hoods, and, along with Denton, was a noted supporter of 
the September 2019 climate strikes.  

Andy is a passionate advocate for literacy and in 2015 was 
awarded the Dromkeen Medal to honour his outstanding contribution to Australian Children’s Literature. 
Some of the book series Andy has written are: Treehouse Books, The Just! Books, Flat Cad and Big 
Cow, The Schooling Around Books, The Bum Trilogy, Andy and Terry’s World of Stupidity, Once Upon 
a Slime, Picture Books and the Naked Boy and the Crocodile. 

Andy’s Genre is Humour and Children’s Fiction. 

Fun Facts about Andy Griffiths: 

• I LOVE brussel sprouts. 

• I have a jar full of chewing gum wrappers. 

• My sea monkeys all just died. 

• I used to do an annual magic shows for my class when I was in primary school. 

• My bum didn't really grow legs and run away. 

• I really had a dog called Sooty. 

• I really had a best friend called Danny. 

• Married with 2 daughters and a cat with one eye called Ruby. 

• Aged 6 he started writing. 

Happy Birthday ANDY GRIFFITHS 

Wear it purple strives to foster supportive, safe, empowering 
and inclusive environments for rainbow young people. So on 
August 28th GHS celebrated Wear it Purple Day. We were 
apart of a movement that has the potential to save thousands 
of lives. The theme for 2020 was “We are the change!” 

Wear it Purple Day – Friday 28
th
 August 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terry_Denton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_2019_climate_strikes
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Jersey Day – Friday 4
th
 September 

Jersey Day is all about promoting awareness of The Organ 
and Tissue Authority and the DONATE LIFE network. To-
day we celebrated Jersey day at GHS and asked students 
and staff to wear their favourite sporting jersey to support 
the DONATE LIFE network and begin the conversation 
with their friends and families about Organ Donation. 
Please log onto Facebook to see our little promotion video 
we put together on Jersey Day with our special guest  

Jayde Adamopoulos (Nathan Gremmo’s cousin).  

NSW Premier’s Reading Challenge 

 
It’s time to celebrate reading again! We congratulate our     
students in years 7 to 9 who have completed the Premier’s 
Reading Challenge.  
 
Whilst we have many avid readers who read beyond the chal-
lenge and independently of it, the PRC offers another oppor-
tunity to indulge in a favourite pastime – reading and be rec-
ognised for it by the Premier of New South Wales. 
  
 

 
Year 7 – Shreya, Kaiden, Larissa, Paraskevi, Raymon, Rashaan, Aakash, Katie, Melina, Angelina, Jus-
tin, Skanda, Vainavi, Navya, Aseem, Japneet, Manat, Yevan, Umaiza, Bhini, Inayat, Aaradhya, Sidak, 
Jessica, Advay, Matthew, Nicholas & Kinpreet 
Year 8 - Gemma, Brianna, Molly, Aditya, Sheehann & Yenuki  
Year 9 – Aditya, Joshua, Banuja & Jeeya 
  
We feature two of our readers Nicholas and Kaiden who share their reasons for reading with you. 
 

 
 
Hi, my name is Nicholas. I like reading about Fantasy novels       
because they are very entertaining and have a lot of unexpected 
twists and turns. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Hi, my name is Kaiden. I like reading about Earth Science  
because I like doing experiments.  
 
Glenwood High School Reading Challenge “BEYOND THE CHALLENGE” open for all ages is still 
running till end of October. Please come to the Library and ask if you are interested.  
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Audiobooks and eBooks 

A reminder that every month is a month to celebrate reading and that you do not have to wait to get to 
the Library to borrow. You can download your eBook reading choice from our collection and begin  
reading now.  Don’t forget to pick up your book mark from the Library with the instructions on how to 
access eBooks. 
 

1. Download the eBook reading app now. Go to the app store and 
    download the ePlatform app to your phone. 
2 .Find our Glenwood High School Library and log in using your DET 
    Username and Password 
3. Start reading!  

 
Remember you can always access the Library’s catalogue and eBooks online and find something to 
match your interest there.Thank you from all the Lote Faculty 
 

Wellness Collection of eBooks & AudioBooks 

We have been very fortunate to have a collection of eBooks and Audiobooks now available through our 
ePlatform by Wheelers Books here at GHS Library. 
 
Designed to empower personal and social capabilities, mindfulness and resilience. 
You can access the resources (discreetly without any stigma), or can be directed by an informed          
educator.  
 
Please see above as to how to download the app, then log in to start borrowing. 
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Scholastic Book Club 

Scholastic Book Club Issue 6 Catalogue 
is out now. 

All Year 7 are offered a brochure, however  
Yr 8-12 are able to pick up spare brochures from the Library if 

they are interested. 
All orders can be placed via the Loop system as explained be-
low, or complete the form and hand in the cash to the Library 

by the 
due date Wednesday 9th September 2020. 

 
https://www.scholastic.com.au/book-club/book-club-

parents/ 

http://scholastic.e-newsletter.com.au/link/id/zzzz5ecd75508d4eb123Pzzzz53a7b778545fe223/page.html
http://scholastic.e-newsletter.com.au/link/id/zzzz5ecd75508d4eb123Pzzzz53a7b778545fe223/page.html
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https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fstyles%2Fhero_small%2Fpublic%2Fimage%2F2019%2F06%2Fchild_opal_card_tap.jpg%3Fitok%3D8a2__i3e&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Ftickets-opal%2Fop
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